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Abstract—This paper introduces oblique and lateral
components into interleaved junction. Analytical model to
characterize the complex interleaved interfaces is proposed,
achieving nearly 23% reduction on energy consumption and 50%
on VπLπ compared with traditional lateral junctions.

adjusting the ∆neff contribution proportion from four different
junction components; b) prolonging interleaved junction
interface and thus lateral contribution, as well as PN pitch
length (210 nm) by 1/cosα. When lateral contribution
increment is more than the extension of pitch length,
modulation effect benefits from obliqueness.
III. RESULTS

I. INTRODUCTION
Interleaved junctions can achieve better modulation
efficiency (VπLπ) than lateral junctions, and therefore play a
pivotal role in reducing phase shifter length and insertion loss.
Recently reported interleaved junctions have realized VπLπ as
low as 0.6~1 V∙cm with 200 nm pitch [1-3]. However, the
inefficient light-carrier overlap induces greater capacitance that
in turn results in higher energy consumption [2, 3]. In this paper,
oblique and lateral contribution is introduced as two additional
degrees of freedom in high performance interleaved junctions
and an analytical model is proposed for accurate
characterization. This work provides a practical solution for
simultaneously optimizable VπLπ and energy consumption,
which remained elusive for conventional lateral and interleaved
junctions.
II. ANALYTICAL MODEL
To characterize the proposed junction performance (Fig.
1(a)), 3D simulation is usually required to account for the
heterogeneity along the propagation direction. However, the
needed absolute error of ∆neff (per unit length) ~10-6 is
improbable to obtain. To address this problem, this work puts
forward an analytical model to yield accurate ∆neff with 2D
obtainable quantities: horizontal junction contribution ∆nh
(Fig.1 (b)) and lateral junction contribution ∆nl (Fig.1 (c)). 2D
simulation validity is verified by comparing with two papers of
basic junction modeling that provide simulation and
experimental consolidation [1, 4]. Because junction depletion
area (∆n~10-3) only exerts perturbation on the mode profile, the
effect of oblique junction interfaces can be differentiated to
horizontal and lateral contribution (Fig. 1(a)). Total effective
index change per unit length can be given by Eq. (1), where Lmin
is the minimum doping size, α is the oblique angle and ∆w is the
width change of depletion region. As α approaches zero, the
equation form converges to conventional interleaved junction
as expected. Equation (1) discriminates the contribution from
four junction components, numerically shown in Fig. 1 (d-e).
Two influences exerted by oblique angle can be observed: a)
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Uniform doping is adopted here to provide physical
perceptions. With proper layout correction, Gaussian doping
profile will show the same trend as uniform doping [3]. Hence,
uniform doping gives physically instructive understandings.
Numerical visualization of Eq. (1) is shown in Fig. 2 and the
optimal results are marked. Full-swing energy consumption is
analyzed here, since this is a parameter that does not change
with driving conditions and solely reflects PN junction
electro-optic capabilities. Energy reaches minimum at
offset<225 nm (smaller than waveguide width) where
light-carrier overlap is more efficient, as opposed to the
conventional interleaved junctions where offset=225 nm
always consume the least energy. [α,offset]=[0,0] represents
conventional lateral junction in waveguide center, exhibiting
[1.02 V∙cm, 4.97 pJ/bit]. In comparison, oblique junction can
achieve [0.44 V∙cm, 4.43 pJ/bit] at 30.3° for lowest VπLπ, and
[0.51 V∙cm, 3.84 pJ/bit] at 32.1° for lowest energy. The
trade-off is no longer significant due to improved light-carrier
overlap. Energy consumption and VπLπ are reduced by 23% and
50% respectively compared with conventional lateral junctions,
which is quite considerable among modulator PN junction
studies. Design rules are also taken into consideration (see Fig.
2 caption) to ensure feasibility. It indicates that the best
modulation efficiency can be well realized, and a nearby set of
structural parameters for best energy is within reach.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Two new degrees of freedom, oblique and lateral
components, are introduced to the interleaved junction. An
analytical model is proposed for the characterization, showing
nearly 23% and 50% performance enhancement on both
modulation efficiency and energy consumption. The
underlying physical concept is that the two additional design
dimensions prolong junction interface and enhance light-carrier
overlap. This work also shows that modulation efficiency and
energy consumption can be simultaneously enhanced, as
opposed to the case of conventional lateral and interleaved
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junction. The proposed design is highly favorable in
applications such as optical communications and interconnects.
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of oblique junction, top-view and cross-sectional view. (b) Illustration of 2D simulation of ∆nh and (c) ∆nl. (d) Relations
between ∆neff and offset, at fixed α=30°. (e) Relations between ∆neff and α, at fixed offset=200 nm. Doping parameters are 5×1017/cm3 and
1×1018/cm3 for P and N doping, 1020/cm3 for heavy doping.

Fig. 2. Analysis of (a) ∆neff, (b) energy consumption and (c) modulation efficiency. Energy calculation assumes 1-mm long phase shifter and
push-pull modulation of full transmission swing (0-100%). The green lines in (b) show the design rule of feature size: |2offset−Lminsinα|≥Lmin.
The regions outside of the two green lines do not violate design rule. Extrema are shown in figures by “+” marker where the values are: (a)
[α,offset,∆neff]=[30.3°,200 nm,0.00017] (b) [α,offset,Energy]=[32.1°,120 nm,3.84 pJ/bit] (c) [α,offset,VπLπ]=[30.3°,200 nm,0.44 V∙cm]. Lmin=210
nm is chosen to match CMOS 90 nm node design rules.
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